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In no other period in history
were the learned
SO mistrustful of the divine
possibilities in man
as they are now.
And in no other age was the

needfor spiritual

geniuses as urgent as it is at this

time.

The human mind is so
constituted that no luxury
and no treasure of the earth
can assuage
its burningfever seeking an
explanation
for its own existence.
All the heavy weight of this
inscrutable mystery,
all the questions posed by
intellect, all the
suffering of the harrowing ascent of
evolution,
all the painfelt at the
injustice and misery
r

prevailing in the world,all the
anguish of
eternal partingsfrom near and
dear ones
and all thefear of ill health,
decay and death
vanish like vapor at the rise of
the inner sun
at the recognition of the
inmost self
beyond thought, beyond doubt,
beyond pain,
beyond mortality which,once
perceived,
illumines the darkness of the mind
as aflash of strong lightning
cleaves the darkness
of the night, leaving man
transformed
with but one glimpse of the
inexpressible
splendor and glory of the spiritual
world.
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May this sublime knowledge

become

accessible to all.
May there come enlightenment

and peace

"A•

to the minds of all.
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Students loin shoe factory picketer
\Idris Leslie
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Munstrial (
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she. the 44 cents can "easils
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disappear into the kompanS
Support ( mu hit tee and shoc))orkcis
pocket.
union started tormulaimg plans on
Regional( oordina tor for the Boot
Sundas for karious prolects to help the
a rid Shoe \u orkers I mon, John
striker s. At a I nesdas morning
I \has a, said the shoe sompans 's
meeting thes implemented several
actions %kere -ohs kitisl) an attempt to
plans ranging from pros iding clothing,
break the shoe umon's back in the
food and moth's- to Christmas trees for
state.
the striking ks orkers' families.
1 he Keegan and I osv n sompans
has tried to slicks% the public that the
While the committee members,
strike is exclusisels a liniOn strike.- headed bs Michelle Donnells are
I /has a said. adding. "the issue is not approa clii ng chill-ales in the area
the union shop. I his is a sers small asking for donations of tood. the
part 40. I he issue is economies."
mnla 11 net Baptist Inter -city

group or more than 100 LA10
st udents lose touted shoes% orkers
troin tv 0 plants in Old I o n and one
iii Pilistleld in the se, mid V. ects ot
strike to tight against .1
compans -imposed kk age cut
Working %)!Ili members of the Boot
and Shoe W orkers MOIL the Campus
al‘Of Support ( ominittee
organving an Mort to resolse
contract dispute (still the Keegan and
cm n (0. and at the same time
pro k hied nione), food and elothing
I or the strikers' tamthes. I hree
hundred. or 80 per cent. of the Old
lokk. n Shoe Co. workers are on strike.
while 1 75 Penobscot Shoe vs orkers
and 550 Northeast Shoe ss orkers hase
united in the stand against pas scale
changes.
I ills -eight students joined
shoes( orkers in picket Imes at the tks 0
Old .v.mn factories Mondas from
a.m. and 3:154:15 p.m. This sa:
schedule was followed I ut.-..da and
Wednesdas with about 100 Labor
Support Committee members joining
The strikers and student
committee members report the v ill
continue picketing until the Boot and
Shoe Workers' Limon obtain their
desired changes.
Arthur S. Bussvell. 45. %ice
In 1967 a similar strike vasn't president for public *.en
ice at the
settled for six \seeks. At that time
msersits of Alaska has been chosen
l'AIO students helped form a mass to succeed
I mcoln I . Sennett as
picket line in ron t of the Old Fokkn president
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of
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edusational administration.
Keegan and I kkks n representatises
He has been at the I msersits ot
pre.en red a proposal ss10.11
Alaska since 1952. During this trifle.
transkrred the is orkers' gain. of 44 he
has serscd as Assistant Professor
cents per hour into pick,: is ork rates.
ot !fortis ultilre. Associate Director of
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John \kiwis is making plan. ii Ohs iktobabls liot ui,si si to flic ('ii 1,1
ta‘crli (I))
tOr 1101(.1111g a
a
Iii nit ti pisket.
spe. i,sl niughi to lie pa) cid hr bs a m u,
I he Old toursstioe‘\ 00,1, ill
dollar Loser eharge, si ith halt of the seem to kk elk onic student inkkilk einem
profits going to support the strikers. in their sink,: and feel it is .1
1 malty , Imes sit 5srtitast blase been "tremendous help and a great boost in
made by Kesin Vickers. committee morale."
ibis

President selected for
Machias campus

iher

tot Ss

sin., List spring. \Olen

ic

resigned at ter serving since 1924.
linikersits of Maine public relations
director W Ottani Roberson said "it
ssouldn't be too far off- to sas that
the searchi committee contacted 100
persons for the position.

The

Old Town Shoe Co. picketers; students bolstering strikers on blustery
days assay from the job.(CAMPUS photo by Leslie)
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The
cover
gracing
this
pre-Christmas
issue
of
the
CAMPUS features the combined
svorks of a scientist and an artist
matched up bs the Kundalini
Research
Foundation
as
a
-gross th of consciousness- appeal
for this holiday wason.
The copy is as taken from
speech prepared by the pandit (a
iw and learned man of India).
Gopi Krishna. for a Conference of
Scientists meeting at Florence on
Oct. 23, 1970. "the illustration is
by a young free-lance artist.
Joseph ha(. of Flmont.
York.
I he
Kundalini
Researk. is
Foundation, of Ness York City, is
a
non-profit
organiiation
dedicated to the study of the
evolutionary
gross th
of

POLYNESIAN -AMERICAN
Restaurant

and

Lounge

Open 7 Days A Week
Special Businessman
Landsetur
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YOUR FAVORITE BEVERAGE
SERVED AT WAIKIKI LOUNGE
Penobscot Plaza, Bangor

Al artlc>inaI News
Ile has tried to
II.Oe
token ott the
(kaPiti- and Ilarris polls in an
effort to tos us attention on those
interested M the 1972 presidential
election. W ith Kenneds an earls
drop-out Sen 1 dm und '.1 uskie
loked into thi
•••••
A proposal vas filed 1 tiesdas
I the Alas.achusetts 1 egislature
kr granting birth licenses and
as men ts to sk omen tor not
using
children during their
normal
reprodiktise period.
4es IS to 44- fhe proposal il)as
ibmitted
as a method of
iopulation Lontrol hs mu) Mass.
Senators for Richard R. Cramer.
president of Zero Population
Gross th.

According to the I ood and
trug Administration one s•an out
f every five cans of tuna fish
• :sted
from
retail
shelves
,nr:iiried poisonous mercury in
' federal limIts
• .• OOOOOO •••
•ie fourth straight month
uiu.truil prodULtIon, akes
(month. indiLator. has dk Limed
drip ot

Nader is ill pl.,.
.ritisal
()Tort on rh. iatiott., nursinng
hones n thi, Senate (
(
I Iliasti..1). Ile said Me
report
ki,ik.unients
intolerable
conditions dissokereLl lks ills stall
in nursing homes in eight states.
Seactary ot 1)...1ense \Ieli iii
R I.,rird is ill go to ,
;outheast 1.sia
nest month to sky% the military
situation
and
discuss troop
sitthdrass al. t.10111 Vietrialli. I aird
des lured that %s ell beat or meet
the troop ceiling of Alas
ss hen
LS forces in Vietnam are to be
red used to 284.000 men under
President Nixon's tunetable ,A1
present
American
forces in
Vietnam nuti

When
two hearts
meet

Make tio
mistake
about
this...
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lire multi-million dollar sale
of offshore oil leases bs the
Departmnet of the Interior has
begun after a tvk 0-year delay
because
of
concern
osier
pollution.
1-he
department
yarned oilmen the must improse
their safety record for drilling
%veils in the , "
"Is,. sea
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time piece
a conversation piece
a collector's piece
a
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ADANA

Love shows at a glance
In the things you do
You'll see love in
A rtCarved diamonds, too
( Orme choose the Love Ring
that says it yust for you.

The Swiss movement
carries a
2 year guarantee
Red, White and Blue
Band included
ow Ems ow

Crown

r
I order for MN

jewelers
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Set a precedent (pun intended).
Be the first on your block to have
Tickie Dickie on hand. He's
yours in American red, crystal
white, and establishment blue.

*1995
Postpaid. Band included
Please rush my Tickle Dicke to me

Name
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Senators ok S
funds for
paper co.
law suit

the I Mt)
students polled \londa
hs the
Young Americans for 1 reedom
believe the student senate should not
file suit against the .Art and Sciences
faculty.
- 'he referendum was held in lue of
a General Student Senate decision to
bring civil suit against the dean and
faculty of the College of Arts and
Sciences for not holding open
meetings.
Students voted Monday in the
five major dining halls on campus and
in the Memorial Union. Of the 7989
students enrolled at UMO, 1221
voted in the referendum.
Y Al.
chairman
Jeffrey
Hollingsworth. said the referendum

SANDY SEZ!
we

page three

udents oppose faculty suit

by Renee Campbell
ift-se‘.11 pc' ...to .1

-1 he General Student Senate
uesday night voted to appropriate
S200 to the Kennebec River Defense
und to help pay for legal assistance in
bringing suit against three paper
compaines and Central Maine Power
Co.
Howard 'Irotsky, a graduate
student at UMO in zoology, told
senators the paper companies are
storing logs in the Kennebec River and
not attempting to clear them out.
Trotsky, who owns land along the
river, is bringing the companies to
court to force them to clean the river.
lie indicated logs fill the rivcr for
mile-long stretches from one bank to
the other. lie said it is impossible to
navigate along the river.
The three paper companies, with
plants in the state, are the Scott Paper
Co., the Hudson Paper Co., and the
Kennebec Log-Driving Co.
Trotsky who has so far raised
51,100 said legal costs are expected to
run well into the five-figure range.
especially if the companies appeal the
case.
The senate, in its resolution, also
urged that students initiate a boycott
of all Hudson and Scott Paper
products. The senate will also sponsor
a campaign in conjunction with the
Lftluent Society to gather signatures
of "concerned citizens opposed to the
exclusive use of portions of the
Kennebec River" by the companies to
be sent to the Attorney General and
the Maine Natural Resources Council.

\lame( .rinpos

have top quality

\11) I&icicnts ruin
dillerent colleges so the
Audent opinion %% mild 7clIcLi the
L'alllptls as a whole.
Hollingsvvorth felt the turnout of
students voting in the referendum
would have better if the referendum
had been more widely publicized.
'Mice questions were asked on
the referendum. 1 he first question
asked whether the senate should file
suit against the Arts & Sciences
faculty. Results showed that 472 or,
39 per cent, of the students voted
yes; 695 or, 57 per cent, of them
voted no; and 4 per cent of the
students voted "no opinion."
The second
question asked
students
if
they
approved
appropriating 51000 from surplus
the

IR,'

HARD TIME THIS MORNING
STARTING YOUR CAR?

SNOW

TREAD TIRES at Discount
Prices E --Z Budget Terms

Ii .11..
st,itcJ

iii

LI:1\1`.
Ilic

d

011:

lust 11 UCSIRIII.

11)1E1y -tour per cent ot the students
voted es: 751 or. 62 per cent, wted
no; and 4 per cent of them voted "no
opinion."
third question asked if students
favored open meetings of the college
of Arts and Sciences faculty. Results
showed that 964 or 80 per cent of
the students voted yes; 153 or, 13
per cent, voted no; and 6 per cent
voted "no opinion."
Hollingsworth said YA1. intends
to publicize the results of the
referendum as much as possible so
the senate will take a closer look at
student opinion.
"To my knowledge, he said, "the
senate went ahead and appropriated
funds for lawyers without consulting
student opinion on a large s,ale has's.

•iiii• kill re,ord UI
senate meeting so
the senate %%ill take a c loser look at
the true feelings of the students.
Senate President Chic Chaimers
said he feels the student senate is the
only organization on campus which is
colsed to being totally. representative
of all students. lie said the actions of
the senate were justified in speaking
on behalf of the students.
"1 he referendum does not appear
to be totally accurate, because it
tends to contradict itself," Chalmers
said. "The students voted in favor of
open meetings, but they weren't in
favor of appropriating funds for a
tow, 1," pill

!tic'i

the 11111111tes I it IIIC

civil suit which could open the
meetings. The students didn't like the
suggestions of the senate, but they
couldn't suggest any alternatives."

1RY AN EXIDE BATTERY

Economy

• your abortion is an operation.
you'll require all the
rest, comfort and compassion

Furniture Outlet
Full Guarantee
plus E—Z Terms

Economy

Furniture Outlet
Penobscot Trading Post

you can get.

LONDON
IN

ail:III
purpose

BANGOR

Old English Pub and Chop House
13ANQUET
(- and Function Rooms

1

LION'S DIN
TUDOR ROOM
CRYSTAL ROOM
RED LION UNDER

-160k—

20
SO
IS
'300 1 Y'''''' ''''

427 Main Street, Bangor

(207) 942-6361

945 1

pre-christmas tape sale
Any Pre-recorded 8 track cartridge or cassette in stock!

ONLY
$5.37 EACH!!!
LOWEST PRICES IN MAINE!!

BANKAMERICARCI
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If you think you are pregnant, consult your doctor. Once your pregnancy
has been verified, you may wish to call us in New York. in complete
confidence. We will ask you how long you've been pregnant. Then, we
will advise you on everything you should know and may wish to know
about a legal abortion in New York. New York State Law does not
require residency, simply the consent of patient and doctor. It is best
to avoid delay as early abortion is simpler, safer, and less expensive.
If you wish assistance, including immediate registration into a fully
accredited hospital or clinic, utilizing the services of a Board Certified
or Qualified Gynecologist, we can make the necessary arrangements in
less than 48 hours, 7 days a week, at the lowest available prices for
such services.
This is the only agency of its kind. providing limousine service to
and from New York City Airports, hospital or clinic and our comfortable,
modern facilities in the Jackson Heights Medical Building. You may
enjoy refreshments. T.V. and music as you relax and await your return
flight. Complete ethical confidence is observed. New York State has
taken an important humanitarian step forward with the passage of its
Abortion Law. We feel we must insure its full implementation.
CALL 212-779-4800

212-779-4802

8 A.M. to 9 P.M. Weekdays
9-5 Saturday, Sunday
Free literature will be sent upon request

WOMEN'S REFERRAL SERVICE, INC.
<
I

45 North Main St., Old Town, Maine

827-4753

Jackson Heights Medical Building
40-14 72nd Street
Jackson Heights, N.Y. 11372

Hi-Fl/stereo components and systems
Hours: Noon - 9 pm daily, Noon - 6 pm Sat.
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Former'72 chief arrested for larceny Disciplinary
I outlet junior ,.lass president
Malcolm J. Lear'. • arrested Ntonday
on a felony %%arrant for larceny in
connection w ith the alleged theft of
S500 from the class treasury • is free
on
S2,500 hail follow ing his
appearance in third District Court in
Bangor Monday afternoon.
security
U MO
police
spokesman '.aid the'.. :ssued the
warrant for Leary 's arrest at noon
Monday and apprehended him at
2:35 the same afternoon on campus.
Sgt.. C.A. Fhibodeau and Alan
Reynolds then took the student to
the court.
Judge Ian NtacInnes ordered him
held oYer in the Penobscot County
Jail and continued his case to I riday
Leary 's mother and former state
senate candidate Anthony Redington

bail mono
night for his release until his
appearance in Court tomorrow.
An affidaY it by Sgt. 1. hibodeau
indicated that Leary who Ilse. in
Veazie with his mother, cashed a
cheek on July 17 for S500 which was
signed by hint and class treasurer
fhomas B. Bradford. Die funds were
intended to go towards the LMO
Distinguished Lecture Series.
Senate president Chic Chalmeis
was
the money
said
I uesday
supposed to be paid to the senate to
help finance a speaker on campus last
spring. Chalmers indicated, laoyy e% Cr,
that the senate never re:cited the
mono .
A statement given the t AMR'S
by the junior class esecutive board
noted that, ".A routine audit of the
'i Oti

4.1

tlic

ot th, ,jss of 1972 'Ahmed
amount of missing funds. I he class
ot f leers discussed the matter with the
campus police. As a result of their
Ins estigation, a former class officer
has been arraigned in the local courts.
r10‘1,
in process of
lite eam:
resolution."
James Ilanngton, a member of
the class esecutive board, indicated
the audit was done by Stewart
DC s,ter, an Orono CPA. Dexter would
not comment on the case.
Harrington said the class officers
haYe %.onsulted a Bangor attorney for
adY ice on how to go about getting
back the S500 in civil court, should
they decide to do so.
Leary., a 1968 graduate of Orono
High School, will be defended by
Atty !Alward Sterns of Old '[own.

The All New

Tape- Exchange Center
Bring in three of your used 8-track
or cassette cartridges (in good condition)....
choose any two used cartridges in stock....

AT NO CHARGE

A service of

<11).

45 North Main Street, Old Twin, Maine

827 4753

Hi Fi stereo components and systems

Code aired

at open meeting Jan.6
,00pciation between tlic ph_ c and
judiciary. office as being of a healthy
The I 2-member student-faculty. relationship.
Vice President for Student Mans
adyisory committee, twined to re% iew
the disciplinary code. will hold an Arthur Kaplan says this Uniyersity
open meeting Jan. 6 to hear student follow mg a national trend toward
clinpus law enforcement. "Yale and
opinions on the UMO law code.
To date the committee has the University of Conn. 11;tc
inter% toyed two UMO staff members. examined their legal sanctions and
t wo administrators, and five now send relevant cases to the kAffirt
randomly-chosen students at closed Our code applies to students. But
door meetings. "The initial meetings should other constituents of the
university be exempt from, or subject
%%ere confidential because we were
searching for a direction and did not to,law s governing the students'!"
The action to form the adYisory
want to be subjected to outside
pressures," said Steve Gotlieb. student committee came from UMO President
committee member and Winthrop Libby. A contemporary
administrative assistant,to the student look at campus law enforcement
trends has been urged by many
senate.
offices and individuals.
"Some serious questions haw been university
This is an ad hoc committee and is
raised about the code which Yve must
answer," said committee chairman not responsible for updating the code
and chemistry professor Dr. Louis as such. The Disciplinary Code Review
Board is charged with updating and
Goodfriend.
One of these questions was amending the code as outlined in
xplained by Vice President for section VI.
The present advisory committee
Finance and Administration John NI.
Blake who has appeared before the has been charged with discussing the
committee. He said,"the major issue is role of such a code in the university
that any enforcement situation now community. Six faculty member,
covered by a state statute should be were chosen by President Libby • and
stricken from the UniYersity si% student representatives tor the
corn ID ittee were selected by the
disciplinary code."
"Concerning students, the code student senate.
Professor Robert B.'Thompson oi
interferes w ith, and is superior to,
state statute.. This creates a privilege the political science department
not extended to all citizens," Blake agreed to the committee's request h ,
noted. He cited tw o recent cases of sit in as legal adviser.
Dr. Goodfriend espresses hope
shoplifting in the UM() bookstore.
One, involving a non-student, was that a representative sector tit the
taken to civil t ourt. The other, university will come to the Jan. I,
involving a student. was settled on meeting. "Our objective is to hear n
opinions and cornmn
ampus under the Disciplinary Code. in
Blake also said. "the University on problems of the jurisdiction of,
,ommunity is part of the w hole law versus the disciplinary ii id.•
society ." and there is "no more need Questions involving the code
to protett ourselves with special invited front anyone."
privileges."
Charles Ludwig. UM() Judiciary
I he Orono Health Center,
Officer says that "double standards form of a Thrift Shop,has organ I.'
esist on campus for students and good -will project to pay for the de.
non-students for treating offenses of work of needy. children.
thet t. assault and battery and drugs. If
The program, headed by Nits. Gen;
ss e are moving front 'in loco parentis' Ploch, gets its money through the s.re
into the broader community
not of old clothes and jewelry which .:te
have a uniform system of laws'!"
donated for "the cause"
Ludwig also feels there is a built-in
A spokesman for the Center said he
pr oh le m of enforcement overlap Thrift Shop is in need of more clothes.
etween his office, charged with and added that Health tenter
enforcing the code, and the Security
personnel hope ('MO students yv ill
Police, charged with enforcing civil fulfill this need with donations.
law on campus.
Located on Benoch Rd.. the I lir it!
Police Chief William Tynan does Shop is open from 1 to 3 p m
lot feel this is a problem. lie views the Wednesdays_

by Curt Laffin
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Not only stands for Christmas
it stands for
• Comfortable Atmosphere
• All Available At...

• IF YOU DON'T BUY FROM US WE BOTH LOSE

1 I
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HANSONS SKI & SADDLE SHOP
***********
395 SOUTH MAIN ST. BREWER
TEL. 942-3279
BACK PACKING & HIKING EQUIPMENT
RIDING APPAREL & SADDLERY

Where Christmas Gift giving
ideas begin.
• WE WELCOME EXCHANGE
After Christmas

1 )( WI \I

Ihrs, I\ \HRIIIIR\
\I 11 1 \crI \\1)

Nvm

• FREE GIFT BOXES • OPEN EVENINGS
With each purchase
'Til 9 P.M.
Chrishnas
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• Complete Fashion Picture
• Complete Selection

\

THE BEST IN

SKIS, TOGS, & EQUIPMENT
•

.
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BREWER AUCTION ROOMS
THOUSANDS OF USED BOOKS, EVERY KIND PRINTED,
FICTION, NON-FICTION, TEXT, PAPERBACK. ALWAYS A
LARGE SELECTION OF GOOD, USED FURNITURE AT LOW,
LOW PRICES. HUNDREDS OF ANTIQUES FOR THAT MEANINGFUL GIFT.
Lorg•st Shop in Mains —
End of Toll Bridg•
&swot% Main.
Open 9-9
Tsl. 942-8563
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Trustees alter non-resident students'status
by Bob Haskell
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If they can furnish enough proof
that they have become full-time Maine
residents with the intentions of
remaining in Maine after graduation,
students who originally enrolled at a
University of Maine campus as
out-of-state residents may not have to
continue paying the higher tuition
rates.
This is the word from UMO
campus Business Manager Alden
Stuart concerning the residency.
requirements which were altered by
the Board of Trustees during their
Dec.lopen meeting in Gorham. These
alterations will go into effect July I •
1970.
Much of the new policy reads
evictly like the policy found in this
Sears edition of the UMO Catalogue.
"In general, to be considered eligible
to register as a resident a student must
have established a bona-fide
year-round residence in the state of
Maine with the intention of continued
residence."
And, according to this definition,
one's parents or former guardian must
be living in Maine if a 20-year-old adult
is to be considered a Maine resident.
Although the new policy does not
specify UM requirements under which
out-of-state students may be
re-classified as Maine residents, the
section of the old policy stating that
"tuition status as determined at thu

time of enrollment normally pervails graduation. Voting residence and
as long as the student remains in property ownership will also be
residence," has been deleted. "The considered,Stuart said.
University is no longer assuming,"
Stuart has also noted that students
according to Assistant Chancellor who have been living in Maine and are
Stanley Freeman. "that once a charged out-of-state rates may, as of
non-resident, always a non-resident." July I ,take steps to get their residency
And I- reeman added that at least status changed by submitting a
under the new policy, an out-of-state "Request for Change of Residence
student has a greater chance for Status" form to their campus business
changing his resideno and lowering manager. If a student feels the business
his tuition bills.
manager's assessment of his case is
As of July I. 1971. resident incorrect, the revised polio provides
students will be paying from S200 to I or a new route of appeal.
•
S450 per year for tuition, while
1 his appeal goes through campus'
vice president for finance and
out-of-state students will be charged
from $1,000 to 51,350 annually.
ad m in istration, then through the
And it willobe up to the business campus president, and finally. through
managers on the seperate UM
the vice chancellor for
and
campuses to determine if students financial affairs. whose decision mUSt
originally from another state will pay be considered final.
the in-state or out-of-state tuition
And the revised policy also gives a
rates.
campus business manager the
While admitting that specific authority to change a student's status
residency specifications have yet lobe from resident to non-resident if he
established for out-of-state students, finds "facts or information"
Stuart says they will probably have to warranting this change.
show they have resided in the state for
Although the trustees' revised
at least a 12-month period and they ruling was proposed to standardize a
will have to file a letter of intent state-wide Super-U practice, at least
stating they plan to stay in Maine after one LIMO student feels the residency'

criteria which promises to be
established is not justifiable.
Former CAMPUS editor David
Bright, originally from Providence,
New Jersey, but now the owner of a
farm in Winterport, says students
should be adjudged Maine citizens
according to Maine law.
Maine statutes provide state citizen
ship after a United States citizen has
lived in the state for sis months.
Although Bright has used in Maine
for the past tyvo years. he has been
charged out-of-state tuition feeswhile
attending MO.

Last summer Bright attempted to
take the University to court over the
matter, but declined due to lack of
funds.
But he strongly disagrees with the
12 month stipulation which Alden
Stuart will apparently use an one of
the criteria for UM -state
residenceship.
And Bright finally argues that it a
UM student has lived in Maine long
enough to become a registered voter.
he should he entitled to the senie
privileges other WI,

seasons' Greetings
to the university community

HILLSON CLEANERS
18 MILL STREET —

ORONO

TELEPHONE 866-3647

Will itfit you?

GASS OFFICE SUPPLY CO.

138 Washington St.
Tel. 942-6789
BANGOR, MAINE
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Steaks
Roast Beef
Maine Lobster
Cocktail Lounge
Three Banquet Rooms
Pilots•
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Stone & Webster interviewers
will be on campus
January 1,1911
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nd out if the Stone & Webster
corporate hard hat is for you - and vice versa.
As a Stone & Webster construction engineer, you'll become directly involved with
nuclear, steam and hydroelectric power generation, power transmission systems and design and construction of process plants for
chemicals, petrochemicals and petroleum.
As part of your engineer-in-training activities, you'll spend 21/2 years in the field
alongside experienced, senior construction
engineers. Then you'll devote six months to
developing firsthand knowledge of design,
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scheduling, purchasing and other management skills in our Boston offices. Stone &
Webster offers an excellent employee benefit
program includ.ng a generous Tuition Assistance Plan.
See how the hat will fit. Register with
your Placement Office for a Stone & Webster
interview when our representatives visit your
campus.
IF you are more interested in design engineering, we have a comprehensive training
program for you, too,
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STONE & WEBSTER Engineering Corporation
225 Franklin Street, Boston, Mass. 02107
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shoe company's
foot in mouth
Watching the simeworkers and student
supporters picketing outside the Penobscot Shoe
Co. in Old Tow n. one sees many cold people
suffering, but suffering with a cause as dear to
them as civil rights is to a black man in Alabama.
Standing nearby one might see a company
official looking on with a diligent eye of disdain.
There is obviously a vast difference between
the strikers and the man in the black suit. The
strikers are struggling for their livelihood. He
isn't; he's got his safe and sound--hidden by a nice
fat little pay check. And like the other officials of
the Keegan and Lown Co.. this man looks like the
modern day Scrooge.
The striking shoew °risers are already among
the lowest paid group in the state, their average
earnings being a meager S1.70 per hour. The only
gains they have made in the past four years has
been 44 cents per hour. which the company
officials would threaten to carry away in their
own pocket if their new contract offer was
accepted.
During the contract negotiations before the
strike. Keegan and Low n representatives offered
the workers a 2'; raise in June and another 2' ;
the next year. But any bumbler can readily see
that this increase can hardly be justified when
inflation is increasing by at least 5'; each year.
Oh, yes. The shoe company also offered to
pay the workers S I a month towards the
Blue-Cross Blue-Shield policy it holds. We say.
"Yippee- Let Keegan and Low n put their SI
under their own Christmas Tree. Then maybe
they'll see the absurdity of their "offer.
Students of the UMO community . maybe
because they've run into so many brick walls
trying to get things done on this campus. have
joined the shoeworkers in their strike. Finally,

they have found some place they can work for
improvement. This is good and there ought to be
more students, faculty and administrator.
joining in.
People in this state have constantly
complained about the University. saying we
don't do anything for them. But the Labor
Support Committee has shown that when given
the chance they'll go all out to help Maine
people.
In this case the people who need the help are
up against a strong and rich company that, after
building three new plants in four years, is trying
to kill the Boot and Shoe Workers Union and
drain the union members'pockets.
After being unsuccessful in an attempt to get
the student and union strikers arrested, the
people in the office of Keegan and Lown-frorn
the hierarchy to the telephone operators-have
closed their mouths and apparently their minds
They and their lawyer are always either "tied up"
or "out- when CAMPUS reporters have called
them: and when one leaves a message for them to
call back,he could die of old age waiting.
We can only hope that before Chri,i
birthday arrives, the -Ghost of Christmas Past'.
descends upon Mr. Keegan and Mr. Lown and all
their cohorts, and rattles their shutters.
straightens out their minds and makes them sec
they are dealing with men and women. And theat
they are dealing with the children of these
people. And that they. wouldn't like someone
else to deal with themselves and their own
families in this manner.
The union strikers aren't asking for any
gifts--no huge raises or bonuses. They're only
asKing for a fair break.
(MAL)
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-Julius Caesar would he aghast at the rapid pace of academic reform.
In only 2,000 years we have already eliminated the reading of Greek
philosophy in its original text.
he almanac says that Dec. 22 is the shortest day of the year, hut to
those battling the Christmas rush it v4 ill probably be one of the longest.
- -Our skt editor was shooshing down Bald Mountain when he suffered
a terrible fall after running over an abandoned pole. Fortunately, our
editor was uninjured, but ptxn(iabrow ski is in tough shape.
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The UM Board of Trustees seem to have
passed the buck on to eight campus business
managers when it comes to determining which
students will pay in-state and which will pay
out-of-state tuition rates.
In approving only minor revisions to the
University's residency policy, the board has
opened up the Super-U system to eight different
procedures for determining which students fall
under the classification as a Maine resident. So
what appears will logically follow is that
residency policies Will vary from campus to
campus, at the discretion of whoever is in charge
of establishing the final hard nosed rules.
I'Se think it is a shame that the top-policy
makers for the Super-U system could not have
formulated a more concrete policy for a school
which sees increased numbers of students coming
to Maine and deciding to settle here. The hoard

should have formulated the guidelines which
determine when a non-resident becomes a
resident in Mother U's eyes and subject to the
privileges thereof.
And we think it equally absurd that these
guidelines would not he more in line with the
state's ow n citizenship requirements.
It appears the board considers it a privilege
for students to come to Maine to college, and
therefore, out-of-staler., will have to pay twice as
much for this privilege.
But we feel that once students have settled in
this state and start paying taxes. and vote for
government officials and start working to
support themselves while in school, they are
making a definite contribution to this state's
well-being. and should be treated as equals when
it comes to paying their bills.
(RLI1)
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Earil Echoes
by Paul Adamus

CAMPUS not
educating public
To the Editor:
The Maine CAMPUS reports(Dec.
10) that four UMO students, "having
observed students' dwindling interest
in campus activities," are organizing a
newsletter to report dates and times
of various club meetings, projects,
and intramural athletics.
Such information used to be
printed in the CAMPUS. But now,
with the paper on sale at public
newsstands, the editors have taken it
upon themselves to educate the

public concerning University matters
(and politics in general, no doubt.)
How generous.
If the public ever starts thinking
that
the
CAMPUS
is
truly
representative of student thinking,
politics, language, morals, logic, etc.,
woe be unto the University's public
image. In short, why don't you go
back to serving the students-- the
less the public sees of your paper, the
better.
F. Stearns

care- less oblivion
To the Editor:
The brightness of inter-fraternity
spirit shines through once again.
Attempting to exhibit Christmas spirit
on fraternity row, we of ATO
bedecked our doorway with evergreen
and colored lights and displayed a
homemade sign wishing friends
"Holiday Greetings from ATO." The
unfortunately inevitable occurred,
however, and our spotlighted sign
survived hut one full night against the
sand alism of our childish Greek
"brothers."
Drunken pranks such as the
attempted thefts of beer or liquor
from our house have become so
commonplace as a lmost to be
I he problem became
eSpe ci ed.
significantly worse when somebody
walked out of our refrigerator with
517.00 worth of pork chops. Maybe
he wasn't a Greek. but should
somebody eating in West Commons
need food to cook in their dorm?
Probably not. On the other hand, at

least two fraternities toward our end
of College Avenue are known to be
operating financially in the red, so a
free meal of pork chops for 40 men
would be very enticing.
But still we hoped, and sadly it
proved to be a hopeless hope. that
Christmas spirit would make
Christmas out of pagan vandals. On
Friday evening, while we sat before
our fireplace singing Christmas carols.
some perverted, senseless, individuals
did away with our sign of greeting and
smashed its colored spotlights.
Whoever you classless Greeks may.
be. just remember, "Santa sees you
when y ou're sleeping, he knows when
you're awake; he knows if you've been
bad or good." and rumor has it that he
has just opened a huge coal mine in
western Pennsy Ivania. and has one fine
load of the blackest ore destined for
certain College Avenue stockings.
Tom Guter
Alpha Tau Omega

Upward Bound not down
To the Editor:
Last week an article was written
on Upward Bound. I would like to
call attention to certain areas of our
program which were not fully
explained or were mis-interpreted.
Eirst, Upward Bound does not see
itself phasing out in the near future.
The headline states it aims to phase
out, but does not deal with this issue
in the article. My feeling is the
following. High schools should be
doing the job of Upward Bound; that
is. dealing more with the academic
and social needs of low-income
students.
However, many schools are
inadequately staffed to carry on the
intensive social-academic experience
of
in the lpward Bound
program.
Second!), the program aims to
motivate high school students toward
higher education, whether it be a
fout-year, tw o-y ear, or one-y ear
institution.
hirdly , no mention Was made of
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the six week summer program housed
at Theta Chi and Sigma Phi Epsilon
fraternities. Also, some of the
University faculty and students
served on the staff in the summer
program and as volunteers during the
year.
Finally, I would like to say that
through donations given by the
(lasses of 1971 and '72 a precedent
could be established for a scholarship
fund to be developed to help Upward
Bound students—a few attending
secondary private schools and others
private
small
attending
post-secondary institutions where
only limited financial aid is available.
Thus I would like to conclude as
an alumnae of the class of 1967 and
associate director of Upward Bound,
let's support Maine young people.
Let it be known as Upward Bound
the Cooperative
by
sponsored
I. \tension Service and the University
st talent s
(-heirs I tans. V...0, late Director
( pv‘ ard Bound

Critique sessions of I he Mains.( ,.1MPUS are held weekly in room
102 Lord Hall from 2-3 p.m. on Eridays. Anyone w ith a complaint
about the paper is invited to attend these meetings.

Maine may well find a path "from
rags to riches" if an old but still
revolutionary idea is made a reality.
A q ua culture is the idea, and it
promises the Maine coast a $2 to 520
billion clean industry. if Maine's people
14 ill give it a chance.
Just as technology has increased the
farmer's crop yield on land.
aquaculture will boost the shell
fisherman's yield from the coast.
Aquaculture consists of suspending
poles, nets, ropes and racks in shallow
tidal areas. These give young mussels a
place to attach in large numbers,
where they thrive on the constant flow
of nutrient particles born by tidal
currents.
Because of this flow,shellfish waste
litter energy getting their food, in
contrast to cattle which must seek out
food. As a result, more food is
converted into protein-rich flesh.
making aquaculture a far more
efficient operation than livestock
operations.
Although at best a stop-gap
measure, this efficiency will be badly
needed as the world's population
continues to soar. Per-capita
consumption of fish is now rising.
Europeans. although they harvest
60,000 metric tons of mussel per year,
still can't satisfy the European market.
Demand is increasing for everything
from brown algae for boiler plate
coverings to mussel protein extracts
for food additives.
Aquaculture isn't an old idea. In
Spain and Japan it has been practiced
for centuries, yielding up to 240,000
lbs. of mussels per acre. The United
States. traditionally the world leader
in agriculture, has an appallingly
apathetic record on developing and

implementing aquaculture.
Why? Aquaculture, to be
successful, must be intensively
practiced on private lands. But nearly
any Mainer will tell you the coast
belongs, and should continue to
belong, to all the people. not to
individuals. Maine's Coastal
Ordinances of 1641-1647 gave all
Mainers the right to "fish and fowl"
tor "foul," as state oceanographer
Spencer Appollonio puns) on any
coastal waters. Private efforts to assert
rights to this public domain have been
halted also by local statutes and ..or
public resentment.
Yet if Maine people would allow
private ownership of coastal waters,
greater shellfish yields could be
realized. In the Chesapeake Bay,
where oyster beds are privately
owned, the shellfish yield is many
times greater than that from public
lands. Unless certain public domain
laws are changed oil refining and other
heavy industries may prove more
tempting than clean aquaculture. And
in the long run, those kind of
industries will hurt rather than help
the state's economy.
oggy coastal rights aren't the only
problem. Increasing water pollution.
which contaminates clam beds and in
1969 caused a loss of Maine shell
fisherman of over 40 million,
threatens to sink the promise of
aquaculture. Stricter enforcement of
state and national anti-pollution laws
is mandatory. However, in a few
isolated instances, thermal pollution
was found to help oyster cultivation,
and the nutrient-loaded raw sewage in
Japan was found to contribute to the
larger size of carp in sewage ditches.

potential. Even Senator Muskie and
Governor Curtis have called
aquaculture a visionary scheme.
But statistical results prove them
wrong. Assuming for oysters; three
years to marketable size, a ten per cent
mortality, and a size range giving 250
to 400 oysters per bushel, the total
yield per acre would be 30 to 38 tons
of meat. At current oyster prices, that
would give shell fisherman an income
from 530,000 to 550,000 per acre (if
he could own it. remember) per year.
But above all economic gains, clean
aquaculture will keep the Maine coast
in an esthetic condition that future
generations can appreciate.
This University, as a center for
research, a disseminator of facts, and
as a social institution, has a
responsibility to investigate the
potential of aquaculture and inform
Maine citizens and administrators.
And steps have already been taken.
The University of Maine Law School
this year is studying Maine laws
affecting marine resources, and the
UM's Darling Research Center at
Walpole has been researching certain
biological aspects of aquaculture. But
more is needed.
Vocational-technical training in
aquaculture might be a good idea for
Maine shell fisherman. It could be
presented as a series of seminars along
the coast or as a Continuing Education
Division program. Existing courses in
natural resources here at UMO might
take a closer look at aquaculture as an
ecological and population-related
topic.

Looking to the future,a two or even
four-year program is needed at UM to
give citizens the skills necessary to
Another barrier is public make aquaculture a reality on the
unawareness of aquaculture's Mainecoast.

is
The Vatican Library
by Don Perry
No religious-minded individual
would want to agree that the church is
an oppressive force in our society ; a
force which suppresses anything that
runs contrary to a particular religion's
beliefs. And no one would admit,
certainly, that his own church
suppresses truth as well as the very
history of mankind.
It should be discomforting to mans.
then, to realize that at least one church
has been engaged in just such kinds of
activity for many years.
Other churches may be guilty of
suppression as well. In examining the
known and admitted motives of one, it
is hoped clues will be shed on the
reasons of others. Some of the
motives, however, are less clear, and
appear to be doomed forever to
mystery.
If you mention the Vatican Library
to anyone, they will probably say:
"That's where all the pornography is
kept." It is commonly believed that
the collection of erotica in Vatican is
the largest and best arranged in the
world, and that the idea of segregating
erotica originated in the Vatican
Library. This is not true.
The Vatican Library is large, and it
contains most of the erotica published
in Europe up to a certain time,as well
as most of the others. The Library has
a separate shelf-mark for all kinds of
valuable hooks, and more attention is
paid to the issuing and return of these,
as happens in all public libraries. I he
overtly erotic hooks are treated this
W
, but they are listed in the general
catalogue, along with all the other
books. whether valuable or not,
he British Museum I ihra r N in
ondon also segregates erotic books,
aI ong vs i t h so me considered
"blasphemous." !hey are mo listed 111
the general catalog us' and no special
catalogue is made available to reader
in the library .
But segregation is segregation no
matter how or by whom it is done. Ihe
fact that it is done by the Vatican

makes it no less disturbing. Fhere is no
valid excuse for the suppression of
literature of any kind in any w ay in a
free democratic society.
The Vatican goes one step further in
its suppression of literature, to make
doubly sure certain books w ill not be
read by followers of the Roman
Catholic faith.
In 1557. under the guidance of
Pope Paul IV,the Church formulated a
list of books condemned for reasons of
sensuality, mysticism, and heretical
ideas. This condemned list was
published as the Index Lihrorum
Expurgatorius. Over the four centuries
since its initial publication. the Index
has been periodically revised and
re-issued.
The preface of the 1946 edition
reads as follows: "Throughout its life
the Church had always to endure
tremendous persecutions of all kinds
while the number of its heroes and
martyrs grew steadily. But today there
is a much more dangerous threat
coming from Hell: the immoral press.
There is no worse danger that that,and
therefore the Church never ceases to
caution the faithful against it."
The preface goes on to say: "It
would be wrong to say that
condemnation of had books is a
violation of human freedom...Only
those suffering from that plague called
liberalism can say that these
restrictions put by a legitimate power
to liberalism are limitations of man's
free will: as if Man, being free of his
Will, were therefore aUthOrlled alss as s
it. do V. hat he w ants.. ..Church
authorities.. ..by try mg to take out of
circulation those books apt to corrupt
morals ;Ind I aith. do nothing hot sa‘e
frailhuman nature from those
this Wi . a hook MO be
condemned by the Church on grounds
of immorality or heresy . Hooks that
haYe been condemned because of
immoralits include. Madame Thovarl.
the works of Balza‘. Dumas (both
father a rid son). and lb MO Moray la
for his "obscene" books.
I

The list of books condemned for
heresy. is even more impressive
'
Ira(
Laurence Sterne for i Senripn,
Journey Through Fran,e and Bah.
Gibbon's Decline and Fall
tht
Roman Empire. Spinoza. Kant, Zola.
and Jean-Paul Satre.
The works of Andre Gide have been
condemned on both grounds.
The list goes on and on, ad we
begin to see after ass bile that the
Church is not just excluding books. it
is carefully editing history so as to
present its own biased view of man's
past to the faithful. A practice that, in
itself, might be considered by many as
wicked and Immoral.But this kind of
suppression is rather tame compared
to a more mysterious form of
suppression that has been carried out
by the Vatican in the past.
When the first European navigator
landed on Easter Island (450 miles
from the coast of Chile) in 1722, he
thought it was inhabited by giants.
Towering over this little piece of land
in Polynesia are 593 enormous statues.
Some are more than 52 feet high and
weigh 50 tons. When were they
erected and how? And for what
purpose?
As happened in Africa and South
America, the first missionaries to
arrive on Faster Island took steps to
remove all traces of a dead civilization.
The tablets were all burned, or
dispatched to the Vatican I ibrary :it Is
not known which.
The Vatican 1 ibrary houses many
secrets about man's past. and it is this
form of suppression by the Church
that has no moral or orthodos reason
It is an outright
sstm,uis.'ever
blasphemy .
If there arc some hideous secrets
about our past that the Church feels
we shouldn't know, suppression w ill
only. increase our ignorance and
enhance the superstitious nonsense
that has already grown up out of that
ignorance. Truth has always been a
better and more healthy road to
learning and human progress.
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from Orono area

I
Two groups aid needy ,
The Class
overcome
the
commercialized-Christmas concept, from the
Bangor area in West Commons on
Sunday afternoon at 2:30. Class
members worked through the Bangor
Public Health Board to get the names
of needy families W ho \s ere not
getting help from any other source.
the seniors spent S300 on presents and refreshments for the 32
children involved in th is year's
protect. I he children vs cre picked up
by students and brought to West
the
vs ere
(om mons
vs here
entertained by Santa Claus and given
their gifts.
( lass president (;NT Stevens
credits class esecutive board member
Judy Rogers vs ith coordinating the
o‘ent. {he class held a similar party
oi a smaller scale last ear.

PREGNAN 1? NEED HELP?
PREGNANT'? NEED HELP'? Abortions are now legal in New
York City up to 24 weeks. The Abortion Referral Service will
provide a quick and inexpensive end to your pregnancy. We
are a member of the National Organization to Legalize
Abortion. CALL 1-215-878-5800 for totally confidential
information. There are no shots or pills to terminate a
pregnancy. These medications are intended to induce a late
period only. A good medical test is your best 1st action to
insure your chance for choice. Get a test immediately. Our
pregnancy counseling service will providetotally confidential
alternatives to your pregnancy. We have a tong list of those we
have already assisted should you wish to verify this service.
COPY OCR NUMBER FOR FUTURE REFERENCE
1-215-878-5800.

Students at the Newman Center
are conducting a project that starts at
Christmas and continues throughout
the year. .1- hey work with the local
Public Health Board in Orono in
order to reach thoe most in need.
The Newman project however takes a
different tack than the Class of '71 's.

S350 front church donations and
5150 from anonymous sources.
The eight families involved from
Orono have a total of 35 youngsters.
The children were treated to dinner
after their shopping trip, courtesy of
various local restaurants and were
also benefited by discounts at some

department stores. Project members
were pleased at this response of local
merchants, which included turkeys
for each family's Christmas dinner.
Participating students are most
encouraged by the relationship that
develops betyseen a student and "his
family" during the rest of the year.
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Students work on the premise
that it is better to give than to
receive. Instead ot giving presents to
underprivileged children tho give
Iht.111 I/10110 and take them shopping
for gifts for their families. Fills way
the kids get to feel for themselves the
gsliv:irtiltg. of ( host ,15 and the joy of

GI
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I he Ness man project started last
year vs h t.• n volunteers collected S260
after Sunday Masses. I wenty-eight
volunteers W ho took thirty children
shopping and helped them to map
their gifts. In many cases the students
went home vs ith their charges, made
friends with the entire family and
stayed to decorate the Christmas
tree. Some of the students have
remained in contact with the families
throughout the year and are taking
the same children shopping again this
Christ mas.
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On Wednesday of this week 45
students pitched in again to bring
Christmas to a few more children.
this y ear's project V. as financed by.
A Santa Claus from the Class of 1971 entertains one of the Bangor area
children vs hich class members held a party for on Sunday.
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Q. Why were seniors notified
,1 senior pictures being taken
nly by word of mouth'?
A. tack of time limited the
number of sittings during last
week's session. Prism Editor Steve
Xfuskie sent notices to 600 seniors
advising
them
to
make
appointments. The remainder of
the seniors will receive notices for
February sittings.
Q. In the Mugbook published
hy the Senior Skulls. certain
:allies are followed by such
designations as "ASI" or "LS3"
or "112" while others are simply.
written "AS" or "ED" Could

Cir

you esplain vs hat the numbers
atter the letters mean''
A. The best explanation that
can he found for the numbers
college
follow ing
the
abbreviations is that it is a
mistake in the data processing
comparative
equipment.
A
examination of some of the
students in the 1974 Mugbook
points to the possibility that the
processor. reading from data
cards, added the final digit of the
student number of the college
abbreviation. The exact reason for
the error cannot be determined.
The numbers have, however, no
relation to the colleges.

Mathetai
goes national
Neai

MAWS
*wft.fts 04 A

1 45te

22 North Morn St

in a year when every car maker seems to be
giving you one reason or another not to buy a
Volkswagen Beetle, it might be a good idea to
listen to the best reason:
Volkswagen's Super Beetle.
It has almost twice the luggage space as the
Beetle of yesteryear.
It has a longer-lasting, more powerful engine.
It has a new suspension system for a smoother
ride.
It has a flow-through ventilation system to bring
in fresh air when the windows ore closed.
The interior is, to be honest, much nicer.
The floor, for example, is fully carpeted.
In all, it has 89 things you could never find on a
Beetle.
So of all the claims you'll hear this year by car
makers that their cars are "better than a Beetle,"
there's only one car maker with 25 years experience in small cars to bock it up.
Volkswagen.

PINE STATE VOLKSWAGEN
307 HOGAN ROAD
BANGOR

TEL. 947-0121
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This new car is the best reason
not to buy a Volkswagen Beetle
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Old Town

What will the
well dressed dining
roon
the
,

3-PIECE CONTEMPOkARY DINETTE SET
tv.o plastu.
SAN/1.4,11(1,11cm
upholstered chairs plus dropleaf table.
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$39.88

Neai Mathetai, the U MO freshman
women's honor society, became a
chapter of Alpha Lambda Delta, the
national honor society, with the
installation of officers and members
last Thursday night.
Neai Mathetai was founded here
in 1925 by Carol Colvin, Dean of
Women, and
Professor
J. H.
the
Huddilston
to
recognize
scholastic achievement of the 15
highest ranking women students
during their first semester.
New officers of Alpha Lambda
Delta are Diane Desjardins of
Lewiston, president, Paula Barnaby
of Bingham, vice president; Louisa
Anderson of Hollis Center, secretary;
Suzanne St. Pierre of Van Buren,
treasurer; Carole Butterfield of
Danforth, historian; and Patricia
Smith of Corinna, editor.
Dr.
Maryann
Hartman
was
installed as an honorary member.
New members installed at the
meeting were: Michelle Cherneski,
Orono; Linda Gilbert, Augusta;
Donna Haselton, Sanford; Nancy
Johnson, Gorham; Elizabeth Milligan,
Rumford Point; and Gloria Watt,
Presque Isle.
The faculty advisors are Freshman
Dean Mary link and Mrs. Judith
Ilakola. Student advisors are Tracy
Bronson of Veazie and Deborah
Merrill of North Vassalboro,
Mrs. Leanna King of George
Washington
University
was the
installing officer from the national
society.
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Monday, January 4

1. acuity Meeting. College of Life
Travel Films of Ireland. Bangor
Sciences and
Agriculture.
100 Room, Memorial Union, 7:30 p.m.
Forestry. 3:10 p.m.
Graduate Board Meeting, Walker
Tuesday. January 5
Room. Memorial Union. 3:10 p.m.
Governor Kenneth Curtis, to
Poetry flour, Graham Adams
speak on the operations of his office. reading
murk%
of
Yevgeny
137 Bennett Hall, 3:10 p.m.
Yevtushenko. Maine Lounge, 4 p.m.
Christian
Science
College
Organization Meeting, Drummond
Chapel, Memorial Union, 6:15 p.m.
A three-mile hike up Parkman
('DAB Movie, "Bridge on the Mountain in Acadia National Park
River Kwai." with Alec Guiness. No has been scheduled for Sunday.
admission charge. Hauck Auditorium,
Members and non-members alike
Memorial Union, 6:30 and 9:20 p.m. may join. The ascent will be via the
Sigma Mu Sigma Christmas Party, Parkman Mountain Trail and the
Maine Lounge, Memorial Union, 7 descent primarily via a carriage road.
Hikers should meet at the parking
P.m.
U of M Bridge Club for all lot just north of Upper Had lock Pond
faculty, staff and students. FF A on Route 198 in Northeast Harbor at
Room. Memorial Union. 7 p.m.
12:30 p.m. The trip will be modified
Friday. December 18
for snow-shoes and cross-country
skiiers if necessary.
Meeting of the Farmer's Home
Art Champlin of Northeast
Administration. North Lown Room, Harbor 1276-50481 will be the group
Memorial Union, 8 a.m.
leader.
Christmas recess begins. 5 p.m.

Council renigs
student
faculty
guidelines
A Council of Colleges report
establishing guidelines for creating
college and departmental
student-faculty councils which do not
have these advisory boards has been
sent back to committee for rewriting
Council of Colleges member,
deliberated for nearly two hours on
the proposed report Monday before
finally agreeing to send it back to the.
five-man committee headed b
Professor Warren 1. Burns of the
speech department. Council member,
expressed hope that the committee
would hold open meetings to facilitate
a greater input from various factions
and also to give further consideration
to the structure of existing
departmental councils.
Before sending the report back, the
('ouncil amended the original test
several times. One amendment insured
that student representation on such
councils would always be at least Sit
per cent. Another changed a section
on dealing with the scope of the nev
councils' authority so they. could
consider all matters of importance to
the groups concerned.
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I he report m as brought to the
December meeting a month behind its
original schedule and m ill nom be
deWed for at least another month.
Arts and Scienses Dean John
Nolde's [notion for recommittal mas
argued against h political science
Professor Kenneth Hayes. is ho said
after the lengthl debate that the
report ma. in acceptable condition to
act as a guideline tor setting up
student-taculty Limn, Is. Besides thai.
he added, there mere no I miller
amendments on the floor.
Dom e%er. other council members
said that "some parts of the report
were too specific and other parts were
too general.- so the reeommital
motion passed

Vandals ruin ATO
holiday decorations
nd.ils st,h
Late I rid.o night
Christmas decorations from the lam n
of Alpha Tau Omega and smashed
spotlights
that
blue
several
accompanied the display. Brothers ot
the house had made a giant Christmas
card offering holiday greetings from
AM and placed it out in front of the
house on 1 hrusday afternoon. rho
estimate that it was taken and the
other damage done between 12:30
p.m. and 1 a.m. I . riday night.
The sandals also took an electrical
adapter out of the doorway,
preventing the lighting of other
decorat ions.

december 17, 1970

Vacation plane and bus arrivals
Folloss ing is the schedule for bus service from the airline bus terminals
to the Orono campus on Jan. 3. Trips will include stops at all dormitories
and fraternities. Any member of the UMO community is welcome to use
this service.
In case of inclement weather, students should wait at the terminal for
bus service, which will be provided as soon as possible.
Plane Arrivals

TOYS — TOYS — TOYS
Complete Family Assortment
Desk—Table Sets—Sleds
Trikes—Carts—Trucks
E—Z Terms
Penobscot Trading Post

Bus Arrivals

12:33 p.m. - Boston
3:33 p.m. - Boston
6:23 p.m. - N.Y., Boston
6:58 p.m. - Chicago, Cleveland
and Detroit
8:55 p.m. - Chicago, Cleveland,
Det., Portland & N. Y.

3:05 p.m.
4:40 p.m.
7:05 p.m.
8:45 p.m.
A fare of S.40 will be charged.

Stitcher°
Last call for Santa
Sticheroos $7 up. Men love to do them.
Scarves & Hats for him or her.

Merry Christmas from the

KNIT NOOK
Present your ID card for 10% discount
72 Columbia St.
942-8040
Bangor

Whydoesn't
General Electric sell new ideas
to the cities instead of
new gadgets to the suburbs?
Alter thirty years or more of
neglect, there's no question our cities
need help.
But what kind of help?
Will another thousand sanitation
men be the answer to dirty streets?
Will doubling the police force
finally bring crime under control?
Can new rent laws force
landlords to provide more lowincome housing?
All the old, obvious ideas have
been tried. What's needed are new
ideas and new technological
developments_
General Electric has been
working on the problems of cities for
a number ot years now. And in that
time w eve «ime up with some
things we think will help
Garbage
General f let It research has
«)me up w ith what is probably the
most re‘olutionarN idea in garbage
disposal in years. Our scientists are
working toward a process by which a
spec al strain of bacteria converts
garbage into a high-protein food
for cattle.
The process is still something of
a "laboratory trick," but it could he
in the pilot-plant stage in as little
as three years.

Crime
You might not expect a company
like General Electric to be doing
anything about crime.
But the fact is, GE has been
working with the Syracuse police,
looking for a new approach to the
problem. Our scientists there came
up with a whole new concept in
police organization called ''Crime
Control Teams,
In their first year, these teams
were credited w ith cutting crime
62% in one large, representative
neighborhood of Syracuse And the
«mcept has sin( e been adopted by a
number of other cities.
Housing
meet the critical need tor
new low-in( ome housing, General
Electric is participating in the
Department of Housing and Urban
Development's Operation
Breakthrough
While GE has no intention of
going into mmmercial home
we do hope to supply the
buikler-developer with new products
needed to improve his efficiency.
We now have several design
Prototypes of advanced, modular
homes that can be assembled in a
matter of hours.
These are just a few of the new
ideas General Electric has come up
with to help cities at the same time
that we continue to improve
lii

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

.•gadgets to help people.
We don't think our home
products are at all unnecessary or
frivolous. If they seem that way, it's
because people have forgotten how
much they rely on them. To wash
dishes. To wash clothes. To keep
warm. To keep cool To entertain.
And on and on.
New ideas for the cities and
new ' gadgets'. for the home both
have the same end in mind, after all.
To help people live better.
Why are we running this ad?
We re running this ad. and
others like it, to tell you the things
General Electric is doing to solve
the problems of man and his
environment today.
The problems COM ern its
because they concern ou. We're a
business and you are potential
i. ustomers and employees.
But there's another more
important reason. These problems
w ill affect the future of this country
and this planet. We have a stake in
that future. As businessmen. And,
simply, as people.
We invite your comments.
Please write to General Electric,
570 Lexington Ave., New York, N.Y.
10022.
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ETV offers seasonal viewing
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\k ill be so.
I. hristmas
plas to tise Grunm's \tombs . Des , 21,
:to I., IL. 55th
taus tales tor adults.
repeat shoss mg. t lir istma s I- se at
aun‘ hing t he hohdy season, 10 - 30 p.m.
hundas , Dec 20, at h p.m.. is "A
K ukla-pohtan Christmas" about the
Another Christmas I se OlfefIlle SS ill
Yule mis-adsentures of Kukla, 1- ran, be"NI I Plas house's" presentation of
and 011ie. On Christmas Fse at 7 p.m. "Story I hezitre.- fist: Grimm fairs.
the Colby College Student String tales staged for adults by Paul Sills.
Quartet ssill be featured in an and starry ing Mildred Dunnock and
hour-long special program. [he Albin I- pstem."Stors Theatre" SA ill be
Quartet is seen in rehearsal and in wen at 8:30 p.m.
performance of Beethos en's String
On Christmas night at 8 p.m..
Quartet Opus 131.
"Homewood" presents "[he Plot to
"Crosstalk" celebrates the Overthrow Christmas." a nostalgic
Christmas season by ins iting three recreation of Norman (orw in's 1938
Santa Clauses to the program for a radio
IA in
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"We are going away from art as a
specialist activity." is the way Philip
Paratore. instructor in art, puts it. "We
are trying to provide a comprehensive.
rather than a specific. education."

:MA
• INE SOUND & INTERCOM. INC

•

120 STATE STREET

Components

BANGOR. MAINE

Compacts

Stereo

Tape Recorders

.•

Garrard

Sony

Pickering
Shure

JVC
From S119.95
942-1120

Specializing in
HAIR COLORING
HAIRPIECES
STYLING
RAZOR CUTTING
RETOUCHING

Speaker Systems

1111111111111111111111111

Acoustic Research

THIBODEAUS VIP
BARBER SHOP

•
•

Tuners Turntables
Amplifiers

•
•

Bogen
By App.

Come down to
35 North Main St.
OLD TOWN

942-6589

possI111110 ot esialslIshing s 0111111 111111

college,.
Besides the 1%1 o afe.ts Mentioned
iii the proposed appropriations bill.
the HIP Commission Si51 Ole need
for some form of 114211(.1. education
somewhere along the middle ot the
Maine coast. I.his third area was not
included in the final proposal because.
Roberson said, "We felt we should not
try to go too fast with the legislature
after the recent defeat of the bond
issue."
Kenneth Brooks. former president
of Gorham State College, sees "a
tremendous need for two year
community colleges" in the state.
Brooks, who is serving as a consultant
to the Chancellor on this matter, said
that Maine is "behind the times
nationally" in this aspect of higher
education.
According to Brooks, York
County is currently the third most
populated county' in the state, and is
also the fastest grossing. Of the top six

I \IA's
nglish-manufactured
nuts', synthesizer. the Putney. is
similar to the Moog synthisizer which
is familiar to everyone interested in
electronic music, but it is relatively
less expensive and sophisticated while
it does essentially the same things.
"The synthisizer has tone
generators and tone treatment
devices," Danforth explained,"so the
final synthisized product has variable
sound configurations recorded on
magnetic audio tape.
Danforth is planning a course in
electronic and computer music as well
as a second in 20th century music.
Until a second combined library,
bookstore,art building is completed at
the new campus sometime this winter,
the art department is temporarily
making its home in a farmhouse at the
campus entrance. Power tools, easels,
recording equipment and paint
brushes rub elbows with each other in
the relatively small rooms of the
two-story building.
Ingenuity- is one of thy keywords
for Golya and Paratore,and one of the
most striking examples is the room
housing the recording equipment

8-2

or (all 827-5531

2-8

FREE DELIVERY
NOW FEATURING

ON ORDERS OVER S3.00 AFTER 5:00 P.M
7 DAYS
PER WEEK TO MAINE CAMPUS AND LOCAL AREAS.

cJATCH FOR NEW SPECIALS EACH WEEK

750

COMPLETE LINE OF PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLIES
AND DARKROOM AIDS
Student Discount of 10% with 1.1).

827-4277
THE GOVERNOR'S
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Tree

The effect
pine plantatic
on wood qtg.
two-part bull
researchers. h
UMO.

Written b!
Forestry
Professor of V
I. Shottafer.
College of
Agriculture
summarizes
observations
plantation by
certain facei
investigated h

Except Film
ACROSS FROM SOUTH CAMPUS

Classified

905 Union Street

HOURS: 10:00
- 8:30 P.M.
Mon. thru Sat Dim Christmas

rates

Tel. 9.17-7252

Orono Texaco
53 Main St.

S1 00 "

CAMPI
Write to la
Tent Retr
Street, Ne
10028

866-3300

merry% christmas
and
happy new year
Caron's
GUILFORD MILL STORE

827-3124

Stillwater, Me.

decembe

WE,STGATE MALI.

-House of Fine Fabric'

(not honored

Drive In
Restaurant
Stillwater Ave

Mistletoe, with all its quaint,
pretty Christmas inferences, isn't the
friendly little "plant" you might
think. It is a grim parasite that grows
on almost every variety of tree in the
U.S., sometimes causing the host to
sicken or die. Birds spread mistletoe
by eating its berries and then wiping
their bills on trees to get rid of the
sticky seeds.
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HOT MEA TBALL SANDWICH
COVERED WITH SAUCE AND TOPPED
WITH PROVOLONE CHEESE SERVED
ON FRESH ITALIAN TORPEDO ROLL
AND BAKED TILL PIPING HOT

w Inch has been provided with
wall-to-wall egg cartons in lieu of
built-in sound-deadening material.
One of the uses the studio is a part
of two courses. Media Skills and
General Design, which are designed as
complementary courses. Golya says.
"They should be thought of as two
aspects of the same experience; the
former stressing the theoretical and
the latter stressing actual experience."
For instance, while the Media Skills
students are studying the techniques
and esthetics of tape recording and the
impact of sound recording on both
film and music,the same students may
also be taking General Design where
they will be making a tape recording.

Youngs Camera Center

Bangor, Maine
Ow

(411th its in terms of population in
the state. York is the only one w ithout
some kind of state -supported
institution for post-high school
training.
Vi ii ham Robinson, director of
Continuing I ducution in Augusta,has
been making a study for the
Chancellor's office of existing
educational facilities in the state. It
was his opinion that the efficient use
of existing facilities in the York
County and Lewiston-Auburn areas
could support small two-year
programs at the present time. He
mentioned these as the bases on which
new colleges might start.
As yet the Chancellor's office has
not received much input .from
residents of the areas in which the
initial two new community colleges
are to be built. However they
mentioned the possibility of having a
legislator from one of the two areas
introduce the funding bill to the
legislature at the next sesssion.

UMA art profs using modern art modes

Asst. Prof. Charles Danforth, music,
also agrees that traditional molds
should be broken and points to UMA's
related arts course, Understanding the
Arts, which is taught by a three-man
team with specialties in art, music and
theatre.

o vou ‘44141
II et,re

It the 10501 legislature grants the
Iles'essj0 funds, community colleges
in the I ex4ision-Auburn and York
Counts areas w ill enter the planning
stage of their deselopment.
chancellor's
Fhe
office
is
expected to request S225.000 from
the legislature to be spent user the
next two years for making the initial
plans and possibly acquiring some
buildings.
However,
William
Roberson,
director
of
public
information in the chancellor's
office, said the appropriations bill
will
specifically
prohibit
the
construction of any new buildings
during the two year period.

Making use of whatever can help
ou is the philosophy of the men ss he,
teach art and music at the University
of Maine at Augusta.
Tom Golya. assistant professor of
art, believes the traditional way covers
only a fraction of the possibilities.
"Artists today are concerned with
television, power tools, tape recorders,
whatever facilitates what they are
doing." he says.

„/ ri.
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Plans for two community colleges
depend on $225,000 UM request

The decision to go forward with
developing two-year colleges in these
two southern areas of the state came
out of report released by the Higher
ducation
Planning Commission
(LII. Pi a year ago. [he commission
recommended that three areas of the
state
he
insestigated
for the

to students6.'
1 facultjc
..._11ofida1/ Seaion
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!Irak

47 Center St., Old Town, Maine
SEASONS GREETINGS
to the
UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY

Wanted:
organize re
the town o
per week. I
office-868-1

Share hoi
privilege
%%anted r
Separate sI
is at 148
( all 827-28

1.`
december 17. 1970
The Maine Campus

Journalism
alumni visits
now monthly

page eleven

Police quarters approved for $25,000

iournalist-imiesideni.e piograu
i••i one dtt ea Ii month during Oft
second semester has been I Milled a!
a hiSS k -formed Amur'
I. Nlo
I wined as an adsisors group t••
the journalism depart men
the alumni inimediatel a
Plans to 1111a 11,C a 011ie-a-111011th
1) an alumnus during the se.00r.1
semester. Hits is an extension of Hu.
lite-year-old Peter Ides Lectureship
program which brings a practicing
journalist to campus for a week's sw
during the first semester.
Under the journalist -in-residence
proctram, an
alumnus of the
journalism department will return to
campus for a day. While here he %s ill
meet in class and inforinall with
students in bringing his professional
experiences to the campus. Alumni
will also be afforded the chance to be
brought up-to-date on the campu,
scene.
Maurice Hickey. class of '5i•
advertising director of the Rochester
N.Y.Deeomerat
and
Chronicle
morning and afternoon nets papers,
and David R. Getchell, '54, of
Camden, editor of the National
Fisherman, are co-chairmen of the
advisory committee.
Other members are William
Farley, '58, director of public
information for Consolidated Edison
of New York: Carolyn Zachary
Norwood, '65. public information
director for Huston College; Peter G.
Thompson, '64, of Augusta, public
information assistant for the Central
Maine Poster Company: Ronald
Devine, '55, business editor for
United Business Service. Boston: and
Kenneth F. Zwicker. '49. assistant
publisher of the Keene Publishing
Company which publishes the Keen
(N.H. I Sentinel.

BASS VVEEJUNS
I OR 111.\

The effect of tree spacing in a red
pine plantation on tree gromh and
on wood quality, the subject of a
two-part bulletin by UMO forest
researchers, has been published at
Written by Professor I meritus of
Lorestry
Gregory
Baker
and
Professor of Wood I edinolop James
Shot later. Bulletin 685 of the
College of life Sciences and
Agriculture
U. \permit:fit
Station
summarizes more than 25 years
observations on once red pine
plantation by the senior author and
certain facets of wood (twilit

itY)111

CURRAN CO. BOOT SHOP
72 MAIN ST

DOWNTOWN BANGOR

This week at
BALDACCI'S

Old 93alti
"The Two Day Wonder"
Folk Singers

a

The man in the red suit, and everyone also who turned out
for the
Christmas tree lighting ceremonies on the mall Tuesday night, needed
all
the clothes they could put on as thermometer plunged to the
20 below
zero mark. The mall tree and decorations were donated
by the
SophohomoreClassOwls and Eagles.(CAMPUS photo by Strout)

Selected pizza, pasta, sandwiches and cold
libations for your ultimate pleasure.

Old Balti Opens Daily at 5 P.M.

mem orisons
and

happy new year

The
journalist-in -residence
program will be expanded to include
other t'MO journalism rad ua

Tree spacing

BASS TACKS

from the men of Dunn Hall
Upon entering the Picture & Gift Shop, one may purchase:
wrapping paper, writing paper, crepe paper,
dried flowers, plastic flowers, paper flowers,
china dishes, pottery dishes, fondue dishes,
charmer cards, christmas cards, all with
BANK AMERICARDS
For those inclined to look a little further:
Calico dolls, stuffed dolls, Hummel dolls,
Art supplies, school supplies, party supplies,
Music boxes, jewelry boxes, match boxes
Wedding decorations, publications and
Andrew Wyeth replications.

AP),

o. EsieCk

Your hosts,
lihiviWap Vasco & Bob Baldacci
• A GROOVY
PLACE TO VISIT
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Picture & Gift Shop
17 Main St.

Downtown Bangor
The Nicest Cards In Town

IT lassified
CAMPt S REP. NEEDED
Write to Jack Green, International
Tent Retreats, 350 East 84th
Street, Ness York, Neu York
100214

%anted: Senior and Junior to
organue recreation program for
the town of Veazie- two nights
per week. Contact Charles Ryan,
office-866-7463, home-942-4919.

Share home w ith household
privileges.
- 11 o
girls
w anted preferably
seniors.
Separate sleeping quarters. House
is at 148 Middle St.. Old 'town.
Call 827-2812 after 6 p.m.
Poetry M anter.1
Poor) tor s 0(4ft:raffle
I f 01 iiiimeratnt.
Oil, linty
I

/
I

foltiffl

PleaSe

('II pc.

Press.
• I ' ‘"v‘'Ic`•

1.110% OW'

, 11`1

pf Deft).

"NT

ADS

GET

ACTION!

CLASSIFIED RATES — $2.00
DEADLINE FOR CLASSIFIEDS:
MONDAY NOON.
NANTFD:
Trained and experienced Nursery
School teacher for the Orono
Community
Nursery
School
beginning February 1, 1971. Call
866-3664 or 866-4319 evenings.
STUDENT TRIPPERS
WORK * EUROPE * TRAVEL
Could you dig a far out month
working for extra travel money at
an International Youth Hostel
and being free to roam the
( ontinent for the rest of the
summer? This is the opportunity.
of a lifetime for the experience of
a
lifetime.
Co•ordinated
International Staffing Deadlines
must he met so send for the
tscluing details st itliii,••
Mail 5111 cents
Stud, u s I caci,1
Sirs ices. P.1).
his
r os
Sacrimerti
iruLi

s.
vt
.

1966 house trailer for sale. 35'
by 8'. Excellent condition, and
location on Stillwater Ave. Must
sell. If interested
telephone
827-2219 or 827-2875.
Summer Europe
41199*
Boeing 707
June 7-Sept. 5 Ny 'Lon RI'
June 29-Aug. 28 Ny Ton 12./T
Call 866-7637(7-9 p.m.)
Claudia('hard IC
Students& Faculty price based on 60 seats).

4.7
hristmas
present and
future
diamond.

Selling a 1965 MGR. Good
Condition. Contact Dave Rollins,
827 3770 after 7 p.m.

student
li lip,if Isl.
tr"111 "m1"1`. \% rile
\how c
x.
I \l(

I.!

W.C. BRUNT& Son Inc.

I

46 MAIN STREET
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Cagers beat Stony Brook; now 3-2

'SPORT
Volleyball interest grows
"Volleyball is becoming one Of winner elimination
game and UMPI
the fastest growing sports for women defeated UMI
in the consolation
here at UMO. Play is of superb match.
quality as was demonstrated here
Members of the UMO team ;Iry
Satruday during the tournament."
Deb "Stretch" Davis, Dale Ouell.
Coach
Janet
Anderson was Jeri Waterhouse, Joan Sawyer, 1,
referring to the tournament held in
Richard (who suffered a broken nosy
Lengyel Gym this weekend which
in the first match with UMP1), and
was hosted by the Oromo Women's Jan Johnson.
Recreation Association.
the UM "B" team includes
Participating schools were UMO, Ginney Geyer, Deb Coffin
, Laurie
UM
at Presque Isle, UM at
riberg, Cheryl Waterman, Karen
I arm ington. and Bates College.
Gray , and Sally Stone.
I he UMO women beat UMPI and
Fhe team" assistant co •
11,ites 'A on over I ‘11 in the first Rosie Milligan

Li
aisIi, baSketkIll
six points in a spree
With tise minutes to go Maine's
boosted its record to 3-2 for the new interrupted only by a score
by Stony lead had jumped to 93-72. At this
season, winning victories over Brook's Howard to give Maine
its point, Coach Gib Philbrick inserted
Bosvdoin and Stony Brook 1NY U)on halftime bulge of 49-38.
his substitutes and Maine then got
Dec. 9 and 12 and losing to UNH Dec.
As the third period began. Maine somewhat of a scare. The Patriots cut
15. Against Stony Brook. the Maine seemed to have cooled
off a bit, but the margin to II points, 97-86 with a
eager% once again had trouble with a good shooting by Sterlin
g and Bill minute and a half left. The regulars
press. They soon cured this trouble, Haynes kept the Bears out
in front. came back in to put out the fire and
however, and, with eight minutes to
Bill Myrick, of Stony Brook, hit maintain the lead.
go in the first half, they made their 16 shots out of 28 attempts
from the
Six men finished with double
break. Paul Bessy and John Sterling floor, and 13 for 13 from
the foul figures for the Bears. Paul Bessy was
scored field goal,
' Nick Susi 'c on his way to scoring 45 points the top scorer
for Maine as he
garnered 18 points before fouling out
with 1:30 left in the game. He was
followed by Sterling and Susi, each
with 17. Haynes with IS, Peter
Gavett with 13, and Bruce Stinson
with
11. Susi dominated
the
backboards with 18 rebounds.
In losing to UNH Tuesday the
Bears got caught amid numerous
turnovers and a lowly 33''' shooting
average as they played probably their
worst game of the year. In their losing
effort, Peter Gavett had hisbest game
with 18 points, Bessey scored 15.
Sterling 12 and Haynes 10.

The freshman team increased it
undefeated streak to 29 with victorie
over Bowdoin, Bridgton Academy
and Brunswick Naval Air Station t
give coach Skip Chappelle and his Bea
Cubs a 4-0 record for the 1970-71
season.

Riflers defeated

ANT IL
WA•0141 LOUR18111
FEATURING

BEEF N' BOURBON
nO. IT

'BANGOR

•
the Maine rifle team journeyed to
Northfield. Vermont. and was handed
its first loss in the Northern Division of
the New t ng land College Rifle
League, Dec. 12 by a margin of
1340-1305.
the top man for Maine. as well as
the ind iv idual ss inner of the meet, was
Don I big w ho has won six of the
seven meets this sear, the individual
leader for Norw ich Was Ron
Stringfellow. ss ho scored 275 points
He 300.

Sports

Wednesday. December 23
Skiing.
UM
invitational
Downhill Races, Sugarloaf'Mt.
9:30 a.m.
Wednesday. December 30
Varsity Basketball, at 1-lorida
Southern. 8:00 p.m.

db

Bill Haynes pulls down one of Maine's scarce 25 reboun
ds against the
LTNH Wildcats. Troubled by many turnovers and a cold
scoring hand,the
Bears ss ent doss n to defeat by the score of 80-65.

Distinctive Audio
. Components and Systems
Backed by Expert Service
45 NORTH MAIN STREET
OLD TOWN. MAINE 04468

H. WEINSTEIN. MGR
PHONE 827-4753

Bocuvarti
f

CHALET

Happy New Year

Merry Christmas

Leather Shop
jewelry • leather
and more • handmade

8 Main St 866 4315

6 mill st. orono
From the folks at

sat.

9 - 9 p.m.

•

SHAMROCK
we wish our customers and friends a very

GMERRY
CHRISTMAS
410(1 4

•

cHAPPY
NEW 6YEAR._,

Varsity Basketball,
I co's, 8:00 p.m.

at

Is our image
slipping?
Some people may have us
wrong. It's possible.
For instance, we Paulists
are known for the printed
and the spoken word. Books,
radio, and TV. The glamorous
world.
But there is another, bigger
world in which the Paulist
(110yes

PATS
and the

Thursday. December 31

BILL GAVETT PROP.
866-2538

Awl Cti. Rivet

ORONO BAHAI CENTER

VI

UNIVERSITY MOTORS

BILL GAVETT PROP
866-2311

RENEWER OF RELIGION
Baha'u'llah is the latest in the succession of Divine
Messengers sent by God since the beginning o•
man's existence He is the Promised One
of all religions. His coming ushers in the Age •
Fulfillment mentioned in all the prophecies
of the past. Bahl'u'llah brings God's Plan
for world peace, world Justice and world unity
FOR INFORMATION

16 1

Calendar

DOWNTOWN BANGOR

UNION MALL

featuring
fresh young "with it fashions"for on
or off campus activities

DRESSES...PANTDRESSES..JUMPSUITS
for junior and junior petites

SPORTSWEAR
sweaters...pants...skirts...blouses...jackets...ponchos
COME IN AND OPEN

..

A dusty corner in Utah
where Paulists offer
material and spiritual relief
to migrant workers.
An area known 89 East
Village and a Paulist who
understands the meaning
of "taking a trip."
A Newman Center on a
troubled college campus
and a priest who is not a
judge but an understandin
ear and a mediator.
Being a Paulist isn't easy
Being a Paulist isn't glamorous
It's better.
For more information on
Paulist priestly spirit write to
Rev. Doeald C.CrespbeIL C.S.P.
Vendee Director

R INES "Co-ed" Charge Account
on proper identification, you will receive a
special charge card and up to $25.00 instan
t
credit
NO INTEREST or CARRYING
CliARGES.

NEW UNION MALL OPEN EVENINGS TIL 9:30P.M.

*the::
Room 112
415 We S9tb Street
New York, N.Y. 104119

St.

